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Introduction 
This is the second of two papers whose main purpose is to prove a generalisation 
to all dimensions of the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem on the fundamental group of 
a union of spaces. 
The first paper [lo] developed the necessary ‘algebra of cubes’. Categories !9 of 
o-groupoids and % of crossed complexes were defined, and the principal result of 
[lo] was an equivalence of categories y : 5 + %‘. Also established were a version of 
the homotopy addition lemma, and properties of ‘thin’ elements, in an o-groupoid. 
In particular it was proved that an o-groupoid is a special kind of Kan cubical 
complex, in that every box has a unique thin filler. All these results will be used here. 
Throughout this paper we consider filtered spaces 
and associate with such an X a cubical complex RX which in dimension n is the set 
of filtered maps I”+X, where I” is the standard n-cube with its filtration by 
skeletons. Then RX has defined on it, in a natural, geometric way, structures of 
connections rj and compositions +i, satisfying rules given in [IO, Section 11. In 
particular, the n compositions + 1, .. . , +n defined on R,X correspond to gluing n- 
cubes together in n different directions. 
We now factor RX by the relation of homotopy through filtered maps to obtain a 
quotient map p : RX-+@X where QX also is a cubical complex with connections. The 
first main result (Theorem A of Section 2) is that if X is a Jo-filtered space (i.e. each 
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[ 1 l), for example) but makes crucial use of properties of 
thin elements in QX. For the applications, this colimit theorem is recast in terms of 
the closely related invariant nX, the homotopy crossed complex of X (studied under 
other names in [3] and [23]). We show in Section 5 that y@X is naturally isomorphic 
to nX, and hence obtain colimit theorems for I~X (Theorems C and D of Section 5). 
In the proofs of all these results, one of the key ingredients is the deformation 
theorem of Section 3 which says, essentially, that p: RX+pX is a fibration in the 
sense of Kan. This allows a characterisation of thin elements in QX and also helps to 
establish the connection between gX and RX. 
In Section 6 we show how to construct colimits of crossed complexes, making 
particular use of induced modules, and induced crossed modules, over groupoids. 
In Section 7 we show that Theorem C contains as very special cases not only the 
Seifert-Van Kampen theorem (in its groupoid version), but also the fact that 
rr,S”=Z, that n,(l/U (e;), Lr) is a free nl LI-module on the n-cells for n >2 (free 
crossed rr,I/-module if n=2), and that if (I’, W) is an (n- I)-connected pair, then 
nj( VU CW) is 0 for i< n and is n,( V, IV) factored by the action of n, W if i= n. 
At this stage, we have not used homology at all. However, the last mentioned 
result, together with the absolute Hurewicz theorem, is easily seen to imply the 
relative Hurewicz theorem; in Section 8 we give a proof of the absolute theorem in 
the present context, and relate the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration 
p : RX-QX to work of Blakers [3] and Whitehead [22,24]. In Section 9 we establish 
that any w-groupoid is isomorphic to some QX, and that any crossed complex is 
isomorphic to some rrY; hence these constructions generalise constructions of 
Eilenberg-MacLane complexes. Finally, we prove that ~1” is the free o-groupoid on 
one generator of dimension n. 
1. Filter-homotopies 
By a filtered space X is meant a space X and a sequence X,C Xt c X2 c --- of 
subspaces of X. By a filtered mapf: X-+Y of filtered spaces is meant a mapf: X- Y 
of spaces such that f(X,) c Y,, s = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
A standard example of a filtered space is a CW-complex with its skeletal 
filtration. A cellular map of CW-complexes is then a filtered map of the associated 
filtered spaces. 
Let I” be the standard n-cube with its standard cell structure as a product of n 
copies of I= [0, 11. Then the filtered space consisting of I” with its skeletal filtration 
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r,“c1;c1;c*** will be written I”. Similarly, the filtered space associated with the 
skeletal filtration of a subcomplex B of I” will be written B. 
Two filtered maps j&f, : X -+ Y of filtered spaces will be called filter-homotopic if 
there is a homotopy f:Xxf- Y from f, to f, such thatf(X,xZ)c Y,, s=O, 1,2, . . . . 
such an f is called a filter-homotopy, and we write f: fo=fi. 
Let X be a filtered space. Then R,X will denote the set of filtered maps I”+X. 
These sets for all nr0, together with the standard face and degeneracy maps, and 
with the connections and compositions defined in [lo], form a cubical complex with 
connections and compositions, which we write RX. 
The set of filter-homotopy classes of elements of R,X is written e,X, the class of 
a E R,X is written 8, and the quotient map is written p: R,X+,o,X. It is easy to 
check that the connections and the face and degeneracy maps of RX are inherited by 
@X, giving it the structure of cubical complex with connections. We will prove in 
Section 2 that, under a mild condition on X, the compositions also are inherited. 
This and later proofs require techniques for constructing filter-homotopies, and for 
this we use methods of collapsing. 
Let B, C be subcomplexes of I” such that CC B. Recall that C is an elementary 
collapse of B, written B‘EC’, if for some sz 1 there is an s-cell a of B and (s- I)-face 
b of a such that 
B=CUa, Cfla=ci \ b 
(where h denotes the union of the proper faces of a). If there is a sequence 
B,%B&%& 
of elementary collapses, then we write B,\ B, and say B, collapses to B,. 
It is well known that if C is a subcomplex of B then B xl collapses to 
B x (0) UC x I (this is proved by induction on the dimension of B \ C), and that I” 
collapses to any one of its vertices (this may be proved by induction on n using the 
first example.) 
Let B be a subcomplex of I”, let m L 2, and let B x I”’ be given the product cell 
structure, so that the skeletal filtration gives a filtered space B x I”. Let 
h: BxZ”‘4X be a map. Fixing the ith coordinate of I” at the value t, where 
0 I ts 1, we obtain a map afh : B x I”‘-’ +X. If X is a filtered space, and 
a:h : B x Im- ’ -X is a filtered map for each 0 I t I 1, we say h is a filter-homotopy in 
the ith direction of Im. (A similar definition applies to a map h : Im -X.) In such 
case we write h: CrSifl where a=ayh, fl=afh. It is easy to see that the relation Ei 
defined on filtered maps B x Im-’ +X by the existence of such an h is an equivalence 
relation independent of i, 15 is m. 
A map h : B x I2 -+X is called a filter-double-homotopy if it is a filter-homotopy 
in each of the two directions of 12; this is equivalent to h(B,x 12) CX,, 1, 
h(B,xj2)cXS, s=O, 1,2 ,... . If K is a proper subcomplex of 12, and k : B x K+X 
satisfies k(B,xK)CX,, s=O,1,2 ,... , then by an abuse of language we call k also a 
filter-double-homotopy. 
Consider now a filtered space X. 
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1.1. Proposition. Let B, C be subcomplexes of I” such that B\C. Let 
f:Bxj2-rX, g:CxI’-rX 
be filter-double-homotopies which agree on C x i2. Then f Ug extends to a filter- 
double-homotopy h : B x I2 +X. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case of an elementary collapse B\C. Suppose 
then B = CU a, Cn a = 6 \ b, where a is an s-cell and b is an (s - l)-face of a. 
Let r : a x I2 +(a x i2) U ((ci \ b) x 12) be a retraction. Then r defines an extension 
h : B x I2 +X off Ug. Since f is a filter-double-homotopy, 
h(a x i2) = f(a x i2) c X,, 
and since g is a filter-double-homotopy 
h((h \ b) x 12) = g((d \ 6) x 12) c X,. 
Hence h(a x I 2, c X,, and in particular h(b x 12) C X,. These conditions, with those 
on f Ug, imply that h is a filter-double-homotopy. 0 
We say X is a J,,-filtered space if each loop in X0 is contractible in X,. 
1.2. Corollary. Let X be a Jo-filtered space and let B be a subcomplex of I” such 
that B collapses to one of its vertices. Then any filter-double-homotopy f: B x i2- 
X extends to a filter-double-homotopy h : B x I2 +X. 
Proof. Let v be a vertex of B such that B\{ v). Now f({ v} xi2)CX0. Since X is a 
Jo-filtered space, f 1 {v} x i2 extends to a map g : {v) x12*X with image in X1. 
Thus g is a filter-double-homotopy. By Proposition 1.1, f Ug extends to a filter- 
double-homotopy h : B x I2 +X. Cl 
The following result is joint work with N. Ashley. 
1.3. Proposition. Let B, A be subcomplexes of I” such that B C A and B coliapses to 
one of its vertices. Let X be a JO-filtered space. Let a,/3 : A-*X be filtered maps and 
let w: a=/3, @: al BE/~/ B be filter homotopies. Then there is a filter-double- 
homotopy H: A x I2 -X such that H is a homotopy ret end maps of w to a filter- 
homotopy a z/3 extending @. 
Proof. Let L =(1x {O})U(JxI). Define 
i:(AxL)U(BxZx{l})+X 
by 4x,&O) = w(x, 0, f(x,O,t) = a(x), 4% 1.0 =/XxX f(y,t, 1) =@(y, 0, XEA, YE& 
t E I. Then f = I / B x i2 and k = II A x L are filter-double-homotopies. 
By Corollary 1.2, f extends to a filter-double homotopy h : Bxi2-X. 
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We extend kU h : (A x 15) U (B x Z2)+X to a filter-double-homotopy H: A x I* + 
X by induction on the dimension of A \ B. 
Suppose that H, is a filter-double-homotopy defined on (A x L) U ((A, x B) x I*), 
extending H_ , = k U h. For each (s + I)-cell a of A \ B, choose a retraction 
These retractions extend If, to H,, 1 defined also on A,, , x I*. Since ro(a x I*)c 
X s+I, it follows that H,,, is also a filter-double-homotopy. 
Clearly H= H, is a filter-double-homotopy as required. cl 
1.4. Corollary. Let B, A, X be as in Proposition 1.3. If a,p: A-X are filter- 
homotopic maps, then any filter-homotopy a / B=p 1 B extends to a filter-homotopy 
a=p. 0 
If f: Y-+X is a filtered map, where Y is a CW-complex with its skeletal filtration, 
we say that f is deficient on a cella of Y if dima=s but f(a)cX,_,. 
1.5. Proposition (filter-homotopy extension property). Let B, A be subcomplexes 
ofI”suchthatBCA.Letf:Ax{O)UBxI~Xbeamapsuchthatf/A~{O}isa 
filtered map and f 1 B x I is a filter-homotopy. Then f extends to a filter-homotopy 
h : A x I+X. Further, h can be chosen so that if f is deficient on a ceN a x (0) of 
(A\B)x{O), thenhisdeficientonax(1). cl 
The proof of this proposition is an easy induction on the dimension of the cells of 
A \ B, using retractions ax Z+a x (0) U ci x I for each cell a of A \ B. 
2. QX is an o-groupoid 
Recall that X is a Jo-filtered space if each loop in X0 is contractible in X,. 
Theorem A. If X is a Jo-filtered space, then the compositions on RX induce 
compositions on QX which, together with the induced face and degeneracy maps 
and connections, give QX the structure of o-groupoid. 
Proof. We need some notation for multiple compositions in R,X. 
Let (m)=(m,,..., m,) be an n-tuple of positive integers. Let 
~(m):In,[O,ml]x...x[O,m,] 
be the map (x 1, . . ..X.)~(m,X,r ***, m,x,). Then a subdivision of type (m) of a map 
a: In-+X is a factorisation cz=a’~@~,~; its parts are the cubes a(,) where (r)= 
(r ,, . . . , r,) is an n-tuple of integers with 1 I r;l m;, i= 1, . . . , n, and where a(,): 1” -X 
is given by 
(x I ,..., x,)c.a’(x,+r,- l,..., x,+r,- 1). 
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We then say that a is the composite of the cubes a,,, and write a= [a(,,]. The 
composite is in direction j if mj is the only mj> 1, and we then write a = [at, . . . , a,&; 
the composite is in the directions j, k (j# k) if mj,mk are the only mi> 1, and we 
thenwritea=[a,]J+k(r=l ,..., mj;s=l ,..., m,). 
A composition gi on Q,,X is defined as follows. 
Let &,~EQ,,X satisfy 13fa=ayZ7. Then a)a=app, so we may choose h:P-+X 
a filter-homotopy in the ith direction, so that y = [a, h,P]i is defined in R,,X. We let 
0+~/7= 7and prove this composition well-defined. 
For this it is sufficient, by symmetry, to suppose i= n. 
Let y’= [a’, h’,p], be alternative choices. Then there exist filter-homotopies 
k:a=a’, f:p=p’ (in the (n+ I)st direction). We view I”+’ as a product I”-’ XI* 
and define a filter-double-homotopyf: I”-’ x Z2*X byf(x, t,O) = h(x, t), f(x, t, 1) = 
h’(x, t), f(x, 0,t) = k(x, 1, t), f(x, 1, t) = 1(x, 0, t), where XE I”- ’ and t E I. By Corollary 
1.2, f extends to a filter-double-homotopy Z-Z: I”-’ x Z*-+X. Then [k,H, I],, is 
defined and is a filter-homotopy y=y’. This completes the proof that 4,. and by 
symmetry +i, is well defined. 
Suppose now that a +i p is defined in R,X. Let h : 8 ;a =; & be the constant filter- 
homotopy in the ith direction. Then o+ip is filter-homotopic to [a, h,p]i and SO 
a+,fl= &+;/I. Thus the operations +i on Q,,X are induced by those on R,X in the 
usual algebraic sense. 
Further, if d +iB is defined in Q,X, then we may choose representatives a’, p’of d, 
~3 such that a’+;P, is defined and represents d +iB (for example we may take a’= a, 
fl=h+ip where h:afasial)/3). 
Defining -i(a) = (_ia), one easily checks that +; and -i make Q,X a groupoid 
with initial, final and identity maps 8:. a,! and E,. 
The laws for Ej, a;, Zj of a composite ~3+;/? follow from the laws in R,X by 
choosing the representatives a. /3 so that a +ip is defined. 
Finally, we must verify the interchange law for +it +j (i+j). By symmetry, it is 
sufficient to assume i = n - 1, j = n. 
Suppose that d +n_, j7, 7 +,,_ ,6, B +n y, ,8+,, 6 are defined in e,,X. We choose the 
representatives a, /3, y, 6 and construct in R,X a composite 
ak Y 
i 1 h H h’ .<” 
LP k’ 6 1 
(2.1) 
in which the filter-homotopies h, h’ in the (n - 1)st direction and the filter- 
homotopies k, k’ in the nth direction exist, because the appropriate composites are 
defined. To construct H, we define a filter-double-homotopy f: Zne2 x i’-+X by 
f(x, 0, t) = k(x, 1, t). f(x, 1, t) = k’(x, 0, t), f(x, t, 0) = h(x, t, l), f(x, t, 1) = h’(x, t, 0) where 
XE Z”-2, and tE I. By Corollary 1.2, f extends to a filter-double-homotopy 
H: I”_2 x I* -X. Then the composite (2.1) is defined in R,X and the interchange 
law 
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(a+,-,8)+*(~+“-,S)=(CE+,9)+,-,(B+,~) 
is readily deduced by evaluating (2.1) in two ways. 
This completes the proof that QX is an o-groupoid. •i 
We call QX the homotopy o-groupoid of the Jo-filtered space X. 
A filtered map f: X+Y of filtered spaces clearly defines a map Rf: RX+RY of 
cubical complexes with connections and compositions, and a map ef: eX+eX of 
o-groupoids if X, Y are Jo-filtered spaces. 
2.2. Proposition. Let f: X+Y be a filtered map of J,,-filtered spaces uch that each 
f, : X,, - Y,, is a homotopy equivalence. Then ef: QX-+QY is an isomorphism of co- 
groupoids. 
Proof. This is immediate from [13, (lO.ll)]. Cl 
3. The fibration and deformation theorems 
The following result is an easy and memorable consequence of the deformation 
theorem (Theorem 3.2) below. 
3.1. Theorem (the fibration theorem). Let X be a JO-filtered space. Then the 
quotient map p: RX-QX is a Ran fibration. 
The deformation theorem is a more explicit and slightly stronger form of this 
result; it is needed as a technical tool in later proofs. 
First let C be an r-cell in the n-cube I”. Two (r - I)-faces of Care called opposite if 
they do not meet. A partial box in C is a subcomplex B of C generated by one (r - l)- 
face b of C (called a base of B) and a number, possibly zero, of other (r- I)-faces of 
C none of which is opposite to 6. The partial box is a box if its (r- 1)-cells consist of 
all but one of the (r- I)-faces of C. 
3.2. Theorem (the deformation theorem). Let X be a JO-filtered space, and let 
ct E R,X. Let B be a partial box in I”, y : B+X a filtered map, and suppose that for 
each (n - I)-face a of B, the maps CY 1a, y 1 a are filter-homotopic. Then a is filter- 
homotopic to a map p: I”+X extending y. Further, if a is deficient (i.e. 
a(I”) c X, _ ,), then p may be chosen to be deficient. 
The proof requires the following lemma. 
3.3. Lemma. Let B. B’ be partial boxes in an r-cell C of I” such that B’ c B. Then 
there is a chain 
B=B,kB,_,\...\B,=B 
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such that 
(i) each Bi is a partial box in C; 
(ii) B;,, = B,Ua, where ai is an (r- I)-cell of C not in B;; 
(iii) a;fl B; is a partial box in a;. 
Proof. We first show that there is a chain B= B,>B,_, 3.q. >B, = B’ of partial 
boxes and a set of (r- I)-cells al,a2, . . . ,a,_ I such that B;, I = BiUai, a,QBi. If Band 
B’ have a common base this is clear, since we may adjoin to B’ the (r- l)-cells of 
B \ B’ one at a time in any order. If B and B’ have no common base, choose a base b 
for B and let b* be its opposite face in C. Then neither b nor b* is in B’. Hence 
B2= B’U b is a partial box with base b and we are reduced to the first case. 
Now consider the partial box Bi+, = B;Uai, ai(tBi. We claim that a,fIBi is a 
partial box in ai. To see this, choose a base b for Bi+ I with bfa;; this is possible 
because if ai were the only base for Bi+ ,, then B, would consist of a number of pairs 
of opposite faces of C and would not be a partial box. We now have a;+ b, aif b*, 
so ain b is an (r--)-face of ai. Its opposite face in a, is ain b* and this is not in Bi 
because the only (r- I)-faces of C which contain it are ai and b*. Hence aifIBi is a 
partial box with base a;fl b. 
The proof is now completed by induction on the dimension r of C. If r= 1, the 
lemma is trivial. If r> 1, choose Bi, ai as above. Since ajn Bi is a partial box in ai, 
there is a box J in ai containing it. The elementary collapse aieJ gives B;, I ‘eBi UJ. 
But by the induction hypothesis, J can be collapsed to the partial box ainBi in ai, 
and this implies Bi+ IL Bi. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let B, be any (n - 1)-cell contained in B. We choose a chain 
B=B,\B,_.,k...\B, of partial boxes and (n-I)-cells a1,a2,...,aS_1 as in the 
lemma. 
We construct filter-homotopies @i: CI 1 Biz y 1 Bi by induction on i, starting with @J, 
any filter-homotopy a 1 BI = y 1 B1. Suppose @i has been constructed and extends 
@i-i. Then @iI (aifIBJ is defined. Since ainBi is a partial box, the lemma implies 
that aiflBi collapses to any of its vertices. Since alai= ylai, the homotopy 
@il (aifl BJ extends, by Corollary 1.4, to a filter-homotopy al ai= y 1 ai; this, with @i, 
defines @i+ t. 
Finally, we apply the filter-homotopy extension property (Proposition 1.5) to 
extend @s : a 1 B = y to a filter-homotopy a = p, for some p extending y. The last part 
of Proposition 1.5 gives the final part of Theorem 3.2. 0 
For some applications of the deformation theorem, it is convenient o work in the 
category of cubical complexes. To this end, we write I” not only for the geometric n- 
cube, but also for its model as a cubical complex, namely the free cubical complex 
on one generator c” of dimension n. Then an element y of dimension n of a cubical 
complex C determines a unique cubical map 9: I”-C such that p(c”) =y. In 
particular, a filtered map y : In-+X determines a unique cubical map 9 : I” +RX 
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such that p(Y) = y. Also, if P is a subcomplex of the geometric n-cube I”, then P 
determines a subcomplex, also written P, of the cubical complex I”, and a filtered 
map y : P-+X determines uniquely a cubical map jj : P+RX. 
We can now rewrite the deformation theorem as follows. 
3.4. Corollary. Let B be a box in I” and let i : B+ I” be the inclusion. Let X be a JO- 
filtered space, and suppose given a commutative diagram of cubical maps 
B&RX 
Then there is a map p : I” *RX such that pi = y, p/l = d. Further, if &(c”) has a 
deficient representative, then /I may be chosen so that /I(F) is deficient. [II 
The fibration theorem (Theorem 3.1) is immediate from the first part of 
Corollary 3.4. 
One application of Corollary 3.4 is to the lifting of subdivisions from Q,X to 
R,X. For the proof of this, and of the union theorem in the next section, we require 
the following construction. 
Let (m)=(m ,, . . . , m,) be an n-tuple of positive integers. The subdivision of I” 
with small n-cubes cc,), (r) =(rl, . . . ,r,), 1 cril mi, where c(,) lies between the 
hyperplanes xi= (ri- 1)/m; and Xi= rj/mi for i= 1, . . . ,n. is called the subdivision of 
I” of type (m). 
3.5. Proposition. Let X be a Jo-filtered space and B = [Q] a subdivision of an 
element & of @,X. Then there is an element B of R,X and a subdivision /I = &,I of 
P, where all & lie in R,X, such that a= & and &, = q,) for aN (r). Further, if each 
dCr, has a deficient representative, then the &), and hence also /I, may be chosen to 
be deficient. 
Proof. Let K be the cell complex of the subdivision of IR of the same type as the 
given subdivision of d. Then K collapses to a vertex, so that there is a chain 
K=A,\A,_*\.**\A,={v) 
of elementary collapses, where Ai+, = A;lJai for some cell ai of K, and Ainai is a 
box in ai. 
We now work in terms of the corresponding cubical complexes K= 
A,,A,- ,, . . . , A,, where K has unique nondegenerate lements c(,) of dimension n. 
The subdivision of 1E determines a unique cubical map g: K-+eX such that 
g(c(,,) = ci(,) for all (r). We construct inductively maps fi: Ai*RX, i = 1, . . . ,s, such 
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that f; extends f,- ,, pfi=gl A;, and J;, ,(a,) is deficient if g(a,) has a deficient 
representative. The induction is started by choosing f,(v) to be any element such 
that pf,(v) =g(v). The inductive step is given by Corollary 3.4. 
Let f =fS: K-RX, and let &) =f(+) for all (r). Then the &, compose in R,X to 
give an element p= [&,] as required. 0 
In any w-groupoid G, an element XE G, is thin if it can be written as a composite 
x= [x,,,) with each entry of the form ej_v or of the form a repeated negative of Z-g 
[ 10, Definition (4.1 l)]. The following characterisation of thin elements of Q,X is 
essential for later work. 
3.6. Theorem. Let X be a Jo-filtered space and let n L 1. Then an element of @,X is 
thin if and only if it has a deficient representative. 
Proof. The case n = 1 is trivial, so we suppose n L 2. 
First suppose that a in R,X is deficient. Define Y;CZE R,X by 
where - denotes -i+ ,. Let Ya= Yt ... Y,,_ Ia; then Ya also is deficient. 
Recall that a ‘folding operation’ @ is defined for any w-groupoid, and hence also 
for Q,X, in [IO, Section 41, and that the formula for Y is the same as that for @. It 
follows that pY = @p, where p : RX+QX is the quotient map. 
Now a:@,(a) = E:- ’ v for some VE eOX = n&e, if (r,j)# (41) (by [lo, 
Proposition (4.5)]). Thus if B is the box in I” with base a!Z”, then for each (n - I)-cell 
a of B, Yal a is filter-homotopic to the constant map at v. By the deformation 
theorem (Theorem 3.2), Ya is filter-homotopic to an element /3 such that 
P(B)= {v), and such that /3 is deficient. Therefore, the homotopy of p to the 
constant map at v, defined by a strong deformation retraction of I” onto B, is a 
filter-homotopy. Therefore pYa =p/3=0. So @pa= 0. By [IO, (4.12)], &=pa is 
thin. 
For the other implication, suppose that d is thin. Then d has a subdivision 
c3= [Q] in which each a(,, is deficient. By Proposition 3.5, d has a deficient 
representative. •i 
4. The union theorem for w-groupoids 
The groupoid version of the Van Kampen theorem [4, 8.4.21 gives useful results 
for nonconnected spaces, but still requires a ‘representativity’ condition in 
dimension 0. The union theorem of (71, which computes second relative homotopy 
groups, requires conditions in dimension 0 and 1. It is thus not surprising that our 
general union theorem requires conditions in all dimensions. 
A filtered space X is said to be homotopy full if the following conditions @(X, m) 
hold for each m 2 0: 
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@(X,0): Ifj>O, the map nd(o+n dr,, induced by inclusion, is surjective. 
@(X,m)(mrl): Ifj>mand VEX,, thenthemap 
induced by inclusion, is surjective. 
A standard example of a homotopy full filtered space is a CW-complex X with its 
skeletal filtration. 
Suppose for the rest of this section that X is a Jo-filtered space. We suppose given 
a cover Y = { LiA},,, of X such that the interiors of the sets of J// cover X. For each 
<e/l” we set U~=iJ~~fl~~-nU~~, U~=U~nXi. Then U&cUfc--- is called the 
induced filtration UC of UC and we shall assume for n = 1, 2 and all L: E /1” that UC is 
Jo. 
This last assumption implies that the homotopy o-groupoids in the following @- 
diagram of the cover are well defined: 
u QUC---e, 
<En2 
b ALll eU”---‘- eX 
Here u denotes disjoint union (which is the same as coproduct in the category of w- 
groupoids); a, b are determined by the inclusions aC : U” fl Up + UA, b, : UA f7 Ufl+ 
CJfl for each c = (A, p) E /1*; and c is determined by the inclusions cd : U* +X. 
Theorem B (the union theorem). Suppose that for every finite intersection UC of 
elements of JIY. the induced filtration UC is homotopy full. Then in the above Q- 
diagram of the cover, c is the coequaliser of a, b in the category of o-groupoids. 
Proof. Suppose we are given a morphism 
f’$$J”-G (4.1) 
of o-groupoids such thatf’oa=f’ob. We have to show there is a unique morphism 
f: @X-G of o-groupoids such that fo c =f’. 
Let iA be the inclusion of &JL into the disjoint union in (4.1). Let pr : RU” -QU” 
be the quotient map, and let FA =f’iApA : RU A -G. We use these FL to construct F9 
for certain 19 in R,X. 
Suppose that 8 in R,X is such that 0 lies in some set U* of 9. Then 8 determines 
uniquely an element 13” of R,,UA, and the rulef’o a =f’o b implies that an element of 
G, 
Fe= FAeA 
is determined by 0. 
Suppose given a subdivision [e,,,] of an element 0 of R,X such that each /I,, is in 
R,X and also lies in some U *v) of ?Y. Since the composite 0= [&,,I is defined, it is 
easy to check, again usingf’oa =f’o 6, that the elements Fe(,) compose in G, to give 
an element g= [Fecr,] of G,. We write this g as Fe, although a priori it depends on 
the subdivision chosen. 
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Suppose now that a is an arbitrary element of R,X. The construction from a of 
an element g in G, and the proof that g depends only on the class of a in Q,,X depend 
on the following lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. Let a E R,X and let a = [a(,,] be a subdivision of a such that each a(,) 
lies in some set UAtrJ of 9. Then there is a filter-homotopy h : as 8 with 8 E R,X 
such that in the subdivision h = [h(,,] determined by that of a, each homotopy 
h(,) : a(,, = e,,, satisfies: 
(i) h(,) lies in U*(‘); 
(ii) BcrJ belongs to R,X; 
(iii) if some m-dimensional face of a(,) lies in Xi, so also do the corresponding 
faces of hCr, and t9,,,. 
The proof of this lemma uses homotopy fullness and is by induction on the 
skeletons of the subdivision of I” of the same type as that of the subdivision of a. 
Thus the proof is a direct generalisation of that of Lemma 1 of [7, p. 2011, and we 
omit further details. 
4.3. Corollary. Let a E R,X. Then there is a filter-homotopy h : a = B such that Fe is 
defined in G,. 
Proof. Choose a subdivision a = [a(,)] such that each a(,) lies in some set UAcr) of &. 
Lemma 4.2 gives a filter-homotopy h: asO and subdivision 0= [e,,,] as 
required. Cl 
We will show that this element Fe depends only on the class of a in Q,X. 
Remark. Up to this stage, our proof of the union theorem is very like the proof for 
the 2-dimensional case given in [7]. We now diverge from that proof for two 
reasons. First, the form of the homotopy addition lemma given in [7] is not so easily 
stated in higher dimensions. So we employ thin elements, since these are elements 
with ‘commuting boundary’. Second, we can now arrange that the proof is nearer in 
structure to the l-dimensional case, for example the proof of the Van Kampen 
theorem given in [ 1 I]. 
Two facts about o-groupoids which make the proof work are that composites of 
thin elements are thin, and the following proposition. 
4.4. Proposition. Let G be an o-groupoid and x a thin element of G,, ,. Suppose 
that for m= l,..., n and each face operator d: G,, , -G, not involving’ at + , or 
a A+ ,, the element dx is thin. Then x= E,+ ,a:+ Ix and hence 
a:+,x=at,+,x. 
’ A cubicuffuce operutor d is simply a product of various Jf’s. This product may be empty, so that we 
allow d= I. We say d does nof involve ah+ I, if d cannot be written as d’Ji+ ,. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n, the case n = 0 being trivial since a thin 
element in G, is degenerate. 
The inductive assumption thus implies that every face ayx with if n + 1 is of the 
form e,,@3~x. So the box consisting of all faces of x except a!,+ I~ is filled not only by 
x but also by E ,,+ ,a:+ Ix. Since a box in G has a unique thin filler [ 10, Proposition 
(7.2)], it follows that x=e,+ ,a”,+ Ix. 0 
Suppose now that h’: a= a’ is a filter-homotopy between elements of R,X, and 
h : a= 8, h” : a’= B’ are filter-homotopies constructed as in Corollary 4.3, so that RI, 
FO’ are defined. From the given filter-homotopies we can obtain a filter-homotopy 
H: 8= 8’. So to prove FO = Fe it is sufficient to prove the following key lemma. In 
fact, the previous machinery has been developed in order to give expression to this 
proof. 
4.5. Lemma. Let e,O’E R,X and let H:O=8’ be a filter-homotopy. Suppose 
0 = [&,I, 8’ = [t&J are subdivisions into elements of R,X each of which lies in some 
set of V. Then in G, 
Proof. Suppose &) lies in U*(‘)E +V, e;,, lies in cTi’@) E &, for all (r),(s). Now 0 = 
H(-,o>=ao ,,+ ,H, 8’= H(-, 1) =a!,+ ,H. We choose a subdivision H= [H,,,] such that 
each H(,, lies in some set V(‘) of ,?9.* Further, this subdivision can be chosen fine 
enough so that a”,+ ,H(,,, if it is a part of Bcr,, lies in Uitr), and aA+ ,H(,,, if it is a part 
of e;,,, lies in I/ *‘ts). So we can and do choose I’(‘)= Ijl@) in the first instance, V(‘)= 
CIA’@) in the second instance (and avoid both cases holding together by choosing, if 
necessary, a finer subdivision). 
We now apply Lemma 4.2 with the substitution of n + 1 for n, H for a, K for 8, 
and (t) for (r), to obtain in R ,,+*X a filter-homotopy h : HE K such that in the sub- 
division h = [h,,,] determined by that of H, each homotopy h(,) : H(,)= KC!, satisfies 
(i) h(,) lies in Vu), 
(ii) KC,, belongs to R,, ,X, 
(iii) if some m-dimensional face of HCI, lies in Xi, so also do the corresponding 
faces of h(,) and KC,). 
Now k=aO ,,+,h, k’=af,+,h are filter-homotopies k: O=@, k’: O’s@‘, say. Further, 
the previous choices ensure that in the subdivision k = [k,,,] induced by that of 0, kc,, 
is a filter-homotopy B(,)=@(,, (by (iii)) and lies in CJi.tr) (by (i)). It follows that 
RI,,, = FqCr, in G, and hence Fe= F@. Similarly Fe’= FQ’, so it is sufficient to prove 
F@ = F@‘. 
We have a filter-homotopy K: @ = qS and a subdivision K = [K(,,] such that each 
KC,, belongs to R,, , X and lies in some Vu) of &. Thus FK= [FK(,,] is defined in 
2 The subdivision of H must also be chosen so that on a:, 1H and a’ ,,+ ,H it induces refinements of the 
given subdivisions of tJ and 0’ respectively. 
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G “+ r. Further, the induced subdivisions of 13’ ,, + , FK, lJf, + ,FK refine the subdivisions 
[F&,1, [F@I~,,] respectively. Hence a”,+ ,FK= F@, a!,+ ,FK= FqY, and it is sufficient 
to prove a”,, ,FK=a’ ,,+ ,FK. For this we apply Proposition 4.4. 
Let d be a face operator from dimension n + 1 to dimension m, and not involving 
a”,+, or a:+l. Let a=d(H), r= d(K). Then cr is deficient (since H is a filter 
homotopy) and so by the choice of h in accordance with (iii), r is deficient. In the 
subdivision r= (TV,)] induced by the subdivision K= [K,,,], rf,)~ R,X and is 
deficient. By Theorem 3.6, the FT(,,E G, are thin, and hence their composite 
FTE G,,, is thin. But FK= [FK(,,] has, by its construction, the property that 
dFK=Fr. SodFKis thin. By Proposition4.4, a~+,FK=af,+,FK. Cl 
This completes the proof that there is a well-defined function f: enX+G, given 
byf(&) = F(B), where 0 is constructed as in Corollary 4.3. These mapsf: @,X-G,,, 
nr0, determine a morphism f:eX-G of o-groupoids. By its construction, f 
satisfies foc=f’ and is the only such morphism. Thus the proof of Theorem B is 
complete. 0 
Remark. There is a simplicial version Theorem B4 of Theorem B. The statement of 
Theorem Bd is as for Theorem B but with QX replaced by @X, say, which denotes 
the simplicial homotopy T-complex of the filtered space X, as defined and con- 
structed in [2]. However, the proof of Theorem Bd involves noting that we have 
equivalences of categories 
(simplicial T-complexes) h (crossed complexes) L (w-groupoids) 
of which the first is given in [2] and the second in [g, lo]. Further it is proved in [2] 
that N@‘X = rrX, and we prove in Section 5, as announced in [9], that y,oX = nX. 
Thus Theorem Bd follows from these facts and Theorem B, and at the time of 
writing no other proof of Theorem Bd is known. 
5. The union theorem for crossed complexes 
In order to interpret the union theorem (Theorem B), we relate the o-groupoid 
QX to familiar structures in homotopy theory. 
For a filtered space X in which noxo=Xo, the fundamental groupoid C,= 
n,(Xi,Xo) is defined as the set of homotopy classes of maps (1,&+(X1,X0). For 
n L 2 and v E X0, let C,(v) = n,(X,,X,_ i, v), the usual relative homotopy group at v 
of (X,,X,_,). There are boundary maps S:C,(v)-C,_,(v) (nr2, where Cl(v)= 
rr,(X,, v)) and an operation of the groupoid C, on C, so that the family C of all the 
C, has the structure of crossed complex over a groupoid as given in (lo]. This 
crossed complex, written RX, is the basic example of such a structure. 
In [ 10) we defined a functor y : 5 --* %’ from the category of w-groupoids to the 
category of crossed complexes, such that if G is an w-groupoid and D = yG, then 
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D,,=GO, D,=G,, and for nr2, D,(v)=(x~G,:a:x=&;I-‘v, all (r,i)f(O,l)), 
where v E Go. 
5.1. Theorem. Let X be a filtered space such that noXo= X,. Then ygX is defined 
and is naturah’y isomorphic to RX. 
Proof. Clearly X is a Jr,-filtered space, so that pX is an o-groupoid. 
Let C= RX and D = y@X. Then by definition and the fact that noXO= X0, we have 
CO=DO, C,=D,. 
Let nrt, and VEC,. We construct an isomorphism 8,: C,(v)+D,(v). The 
elements of C,,(v) are homotopy classes of maps of triples a: (In, 8yln,g)* 
(X,,, X,,_ ,, v), where B is the box in I” with base air’. Such a map (r defines a filtered 
map B’a: I”+X with the same values as (r, and @a is constant on B. If a is 
homotopic to p (as maps of triples), then B’a is filter-homotopic to c9’p, and so 0 
induces a map 19~: C,(v)*D,(v). But addition in the relative homotopy group C,(v) 
is defined using any ci, iz2. So 8, is a morphism of groups. 
Suppose a represents in C,(v) an element mapped to 0 by B,,. Then 0’ar is filter- 
homotopic to v*, the constant map at v. But (r 1 B is constant. By Proposition 1.4 and 
since B collapses to a vertex (by Lemma 3.3), the constant filter-homotopy 8’a ( B = 
v* 1 B extends to a filter-homotopy B’clr= v*. This filter-homotopy defines a 
homotopy a= v*. So 8, is injective. (This proof is due to N. Ashley.) 
We now prove 8, surjective. Let 7 E D,(v). Then for each (n - I)-face a of B, y 1 a 
is filter-homotopic to Jla (where 17 is the constant map B-+X at v). By the 
deformation theorem (Theorem 3.2), y is filter-homotopic to a map y’: I”+X 
extending 9. Hence en is surjective. 
We thus have an isomorphism 0 : C-D of graded groupoids which also preserves 
the boundary maps 6. To complete the proof, we show that 8 preserves the action of 
C, on C. 
Let a represent an element of C,(v), and let < represent an element of C,(v, w). A 
standard method of constructing /3= aC representing an element of C,(w) is to use 
the homotopy extension property as follows. Let r’ : B x Z-X be (x, t) - r(t). Then t;’ 
is a homotopy of a/B which extends to a homotopy h : a=P, and we set a’=j.l. In 
fact, h is constructed by extending c over ayI”x I using a retraction of #I”x I to its 
box with base ayI”x {0), and then extending again using a retraction of I”xl to its 
box with base I”x (0). Thus h is a filtered map In+’ -X with h and afh (i#n+ 1) 
deficient; hence h and 13ffi (i#n+ 1) are thin (Theorem 3.6). Therefore the folding 
map @ : e,X+,o,X (10, Section 41 vanishes on these elements [IO, Proposition 
(4.12)] and so the homotopy addition lemma [ 10, (7. l)] reduces to 
By [IO, (4.6)], @ is the identity on D,, to which belong both af,+,fi=e,,p and 
8~,,1?=19,a. Further u,,+,fi=<. So 
e,p= (ena);. 
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Thus 8 preserves the operations. 
Finally, the naturality of 0 is clear. 0 
This theorem identifies y@X when neXe=X e. However, the o-groupoid QX is 
defined whenever X is Jo. We therefore generalise the crossed complex I~X to the 
case when X is Jo by defining nX=y@X in this case. Then n,(X,,Xe) is the 
fundamental groupoid with vertex set x0X,,, and in effect we have also defined for 
n 12 relative homotopy groups x,(X, V) = n,(X,,, X,_ t, V) for v E no&, together 
with an action of rr,(X,,X,,) on these groups. We call nX the homotopy crossed 
complex of the Jo-filtered space X. 
Since the functor y : ‘5 + Z’ is an equivalence of categories, we obtain immediately 
from Theorem B and the previous definition the main result of this paper. 
Theorem C. Under the same assumptions as Theorem B, there is a coequaliser 
diagram of crossed complexes over groupoids 
The above diagram is called the n-diagram of the cover Y. 
A particularly useful application of this result is to CW-complexes. 
5.2. Corollary. Let X be the skeletal filtered space of a CW-complex X, and let 
2” = {X*} A EA be a cover of X by subcomplexes. Then the n-diagram 
of the cover Z is a coequaliser diagram of crossed complexes. 
Proof. It is well known that the skeletal filtration of any CW-complex is homotopy 
full. Also the O-skeleton of X is discrete, so X and all the X”, XC are Jr,. 
There is a standard method of assigning to each subcomplex Y of X a neighbour- 
hood WY of Y in X and a retraction ry: Cl,* Y such that 
(i) Y is a strong deformation retract of WY; 
(ii) if YCZ are subcomplexes of X, then UyC U, and rZI Uy= ry; 
(iii) if Y,, . . . , Y,, are subcomplexes of X, then UY,n...n yn= U,, 17 .-.rl (I,. 
The method of constructing the Uy, ryis by induction on the dimension of the cells 
of X \ Y which meet Y. 
We now set U” = c/xi, LEA. Then 9 = (U”}l,A is a family whose interiors cover 
X and for which the induced filtration UC of each finite intersection of its elements is 
Jo and homotopy full. However, the map induced by inclusion of the n-diagram of 
Z? to the n-diagram of Q is an isomorphism (by Proposition 2.2). Since the A- 
diagram of 4 is a coequaliser, by Theorem C, so also is the n-diagram of ?+. 0 
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As in [7, Section 31, we can also obtain results for adjunction spaces in the form 
of push-outs, rather than coequalisers, of crossed complexes. 





satisfies one of the following hypotheses: 
Hypothesis d: The maps i, f, I Jare inclusions of subspaces; W= LIn V; X is the 
union of the interiors of the sets U, V; and W,= WnX,, V,,= Vn X,,, U,,= Ufl X,, 
nr0. 
Hypothesis 2 : For n V, are closed cofibrations, 
W,,= Wn and X,, is adjunction space U,UJa V,,. 
Suppose the filtrations U, V, W are homotopy full. Then the induced 
is a pushout of 
is a deduction of C. 
end for a filtered space to be homotopy 
full. 
is homotopy if and all n > 0 the 
induced map noXO + noX,, is 
v) = 
Proof. Let r>n>O. Part of 
(X,, X,, t) based at X0 
surjective and for n and VE 
the homotopy exact of the triple 
. ..‘R.(X,,X,_,,V)~ n,(Xr,X”- *, v) i6 nnwrr (*I 
(where for n = 1 this is an exact sequence of based sets). Hence n,(X,,X,,, v) = 0 
implies i: surjective, as required for homotopy fullness. 
Suppose conversely that X is homotopy full. Then nOXO-*noX,, is surjective for 
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n>O. Let r> 1. Then ii is surjective and soj;=O. But if A: (I,O, 1)-(X7,X,, v) is a 
map, then by choosing a path joining n(O) to a point of X0 we may deform A to a 
path p with ,D(O)EX~. Hence& is surjective, and so rr,(X,,X,, v) =0 for r> 1. 
If r>n> 1, the exact sequence (*) may be extended to the right by 
Kl: ~Cn(XrrXn,V)--‘II,-I(X,,X,-1, v). 
So i: surjective implies 8: injective (this is still true for n = 2 since we have the rule 
&a = 6;b if and only if ab- ’ E Im j; (see [5])). Hence the composite 
6:6:~~~6”,_,6’,:n.(X,,X,,V)-*~,(X~,X,,v) 
is injective. Therefore n,(X,, X,,, v) = 0. 0 
6. Colimits crossed complexes 
depends on the to describe 
crossed complexes 
reduced to the determination 
crossed (over groupoids), 
modules (over groupoids). special cases of or crossed 
modules over groups, these colimits are relatively easy to describe; and even in the 
very special cases of induced modules or induced crossed modules over groups they 
have applications which give some classical theorems of algebraic topology, as we 
see in Section 7. 
For nz-0, let %,, denote the category of n-truncated crossed complexes in which 
all structure above dimension n is ignored. Then %, is the category 9‘ of groupoids 
and Vz is the category %‘.,I of crossed modules over groupoids. There is a forgetful 
functor tr” : %‘+ V,, sending C to (C,, C,, _ ,, . . . , Co). 
The category ,/( of modules over groupoids is defined as follows. An object of ,// 
is a pair (M, G), where G is a groupoid with set of vertices Go and M= {Mp}peoO isa 
family of abelian groups on which G acts (so that XE Gu,,, induces an isomorphism 
m - mx from MP to MJ. A morphism (M, G)+(M’, G’) in _/( is a pair (0, @), where 
@ : G-G’ is a morphism of groupoids and f?= (Bp}paC, is a family of group 
morphisms 0, : IV+, -+M’,,, satisfying e,(mx) = (B,m)@@! (x E G@,,,, m E MJ 
6.1. Proposition. Let C=l@ CA be a colimit in the category Y of crossed 
complexes. Then 
(i) the groupoid G=(C,, Co) is l&r G*, the colimit in 9 of the groupoids 
GA = (C:, C;); 
(ii) the crossed complex tr2 C (over the groupoid G of(i)) is I& tr2 CA, the colimit 
in V,K of the crossed modules tr2 C”; 
(iii) if nz3 and G=(Cl/GC2,C& GA=(C:/6C:,C& then the module (C,,G) 
is lim(C;‘,, GA), the colimit in the category A of modules over groupoids. 
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Proof. (i), (ii). These follow from the fact that, for nz0, the truncation functor 
tr * : ‘( -+ (6 n has as right adjoint the coskeleton functor cask”: %,,-+ V given by 
coskn(AnrA._ ,,..., A,)=( . . . . 0,O ,..., O,K,,A,,,A,_, ,..., A,,), where 0 denotes the 
discrete groupoid over AO, K,=O, Ki is the family of all vertex groups of A,, K, 
(nz2) is the kernel of a:A,,+A,,_,, and the map 6: K,,dA,, is inclusion (cf. [IO, 
Section 5). (The truncation functor tr” also has a left adjoint sk”: V,,+ %, the 
skeleton functor, given bysk”(A,,,A,,_, ,..., A,)=( . . . . 40 ,..., O,A,,A,,_, ,..., A,).) 
(iii). In any crossed complex C, the image of Cz under 6 is a totally disconnected, 
normal subgroupoid of C,, so the quotient C,/6Cz is a groupoid G with vertex set 
Co. Furthermore, if n L 3, then 6Cz acts trivially on C,, so C, can be viewed as a G- 
module. Let F,,: V-+.,/( be the functor sending C to the module (C,, G). (nr 3). 
Then F,, has a right adjoint E, : ,/( -+ V which sends the module (M, H) to the crossed 
complex (..., 0,O ,..., O,M,M,O ,..., O,H,, Ho) where the two copies of M occur in 
dimensions n, n + 1, and 6 : M+M is the identity. Hence F, preserves colimits, as 
claimed. 0 
Note that, from this description of tr2C and C, for nr3, the boundary maps 
6 : C,-+C,_ , can be recovered as induced by the maps 6* : Ck -+C”,_ ,, for all A. 
Colimits of groupoids are easily described by generators and relations and are as 
readily computed as colimits of groups (see [15, 16, 171). Colimits in A’ and %‘,I are 
less transparent and we analyse their structure further by the use of induced modules 
and induced crossed modules (over groupoids). 
Given a module (M, H) and a morphism of groupoids a : H+ G, the induced G- 
module a,M is defined by the pushout diagram 
(4 w = (0, G) 
(0. id) I ! (6.2) 
(MW - (a&t G) 
in A. If AC denotes the category of modules over the fixed groupoid G (with 
morphisms inducing the identity on G), one obtains, for each a : H-G, a functor 
a,:” I,-*_&‘, which preserves colimits. Similarly, let (A4,H) be a crossed module 
over H (where now M is non-abelian and we omit mention of the boundary map 
6 : M-H as well as the action of H). For any morphism of groupoids a : H-+G we 
define the induced crossed module a,M over G by the pushout diagram (6.2), but 
now a pushout in V.,ff. This gives a functor a* : ‘e,ffH+ %‘_A~ which also preserves 
colimits. More generally, we have the following. 
6.3. Proposition. Let (M, H) =li&MA, Hi) be a colimit in JY (resp. %‘A,) with 
canonical morphisms (@, a*) : (M*, HA)+(M, H). For each 1, let N” = a:M” be the 
induced H-module (resp. the induced crossed module over H). Then M= Iig N”, 
a colimit in JH (resp. V_lH). Cl 
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Propositions 6.1 and 6.3 give a recipe for computing a colimit C= Q CA of 
crossed complexes: 
(i) compute the groupoid G = (C,, C,) as Ii+ G” in Y, where G” = (Ct, C$); 
(ii) find the induced crossed G-modules D$=aiCi, where ad: G*-+G are the 
canonical morphisms, and obtain C2 as 1% 04 in YJY~; 
(iii) find the induced G-modules D~=jl,a~C~ (nr3), where 8: G-G = 
(Ci/6C2, Co) is the quotient morphism, and obtain C, as ItiD:‘, in AC, viewing C,, 
as a G-module via the morphism p: G-G. Alternatively, C, can be obtained from 
lir~ a?Ci in do by killing the action of 6Cz. 
Induced modules over groupoids afford some interesting constructions and we 
hope to discuss them in detail elsewhere. For the applications in Section 7 we mainly 
need colimits C= lb C* as above in which each Ct is a singleton (i.e. each G” is a 
group), and the colimit is taken over a connected diagram. Then G = lir~ GA is also 
a group and this colimit may be taken in the category of groups. Thus C itself is the 
colimit lin_rC” in the category of crossed complexes over groups, and C can be 
completely described in terms of (a) colimits of groups, induced modules over 
groups, and colimits of modules over a fixed group, all of which are familiar 
constructions; and (b) induced crossed modules over groups, and colimits of crossed 
modules over a fixed group. A presentation for induced crossed modules was given 
in Proposition 8 of [7], and a presentation for pushouts of crossed modules over a 
fixed group G was given in Proposition 11 of [7]. The extension of the latter to 
colimits M=lbM* in YL/(o is easy: let B be the colimit of the Mi in the category 
of groups, equipped with the induced morphism a : B+G and the induced action of 
G; then M= B/S where S is the normal closure in B of the elements 6-‘c-‘bcJb for 
6, c E B, and the boundary map M-+G is induced by 8. 
Note also that in this way we obtain a description of the coproduct C= *i, CA in the 
category of crossed complexes over groups; we call C the free product of crossed 
complexes over groups. 
7. Application and examples 
We illustrate the use of Theorem D and Section 6 for determining relative 
homotopy groups in some cases in which the computations are straightforward. 
A filtered space X is based if X0 consists of a single point; then X is certainly Jo. 
The element of Xc is taken as base point of each X,,, nr0, and the relative 
homotopy groups of X are abbreviated to ts,(X,,, X,_ t). The base point in X0 is 
nondegenerate if each inclusion X,, 4X,,, n 11, is a closed cofibration. 
7.1. Theorem. Let X”, A E A, be a family of based, filtered spaces each with non- 
degenerate base-point. Let X = VA Xi be the wedge of all the Xi, with filtration 
X,= V, Xi. Suppose each Xi is homotopy full. Then RX is isomorphic to *A RX’., 
the free product of crossed complexes over groups. 
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Proof. Let V = uiX* be the disjoint union of the XA and let V have the induced 
filtration V,= lJ,X”,. Let W be the filtered space with W,,= u,Xi for all 
n ~0. Let U be the filtered space with U, = { *} for all n I 0. Then we have a diagram 
of maps of filtered spaces as in Theorem D, and Hypothesis P of that theorem is 
satisfied. Hence we have a pushout of crossed complexes 
where Wo, U. denote the crossed complexes which in dimensions no 1 are the 
discrete groupoids on l_l,&, { *) respectively. This pushout diagram determines nX 
as the required free product. Cl 
The methods of Section 6 enable us to deduce from Theorem 7.1, under the given 
assumptions, a formula for the relative homotopy groups of a wedge. A particular 
example is the following. 
7.2. Corollary. Let (VA, WA), 1 E A, be a family of based pairs each with non- 
degenerate base-point, and let (V, W) be the based pair U,,,( Vi., Wi). Let 
G=n,W=*,n,W*, let nz3, and suppose ni(Vi, W*)=O, IIi<n, AEA. Then 
n;( V, W) =O, 15 ic n, and the G-module n,( V, W) is the direct sum of the G- 
modules induced from the R, Wi-module R,( V”, WA) by R, W” + G. The same holds 
for n = 2 with ‘module’ replaced by ‘crossed module’, and ‘direct sum ’ replaced by 
‘coproduct in %‘. /fc’. 
Proof. The description of n,( V, W) follows from Section 6 and Theorem 7.1 on 
taking X” to be the filtered space with Xt= *, X? = WA (1 Sicn), X:= V” (irn), 
since the condition that X” be homotopy full is then equivalent to the given 
connectivity condition on (Vr, WA). The connectivity of (V, W) now follows since 
the direct sum, or coproduct, of zero objects is zero. •i 
The following is an immediate application of Theorem D and Section 6. 
7.3. Theorem. Let V be a Jo-filtered space, let WC V, X= V/W, let W,,= V,n W, 
X,= V,,/ W,,, nz0. Assume that W is Jo, that each W,- V,, is a closed cofibration, 
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Hence if also V is based, and n 13, then n,,(X”, X, _ ,) = n,( V,,, V,_ ,)/N where N is 
the R, VI-submodule generated by i,n,( W,, W,_ ,) and all elements u- ua where 
ucnn(Vn, Vn_,), aEi*n,W’. Cl 
Our remaining examples will all be deduced from the following application of 
Theorem D. 
Theorem E. Suppose that the commutative square of based spaces 
I w-u 
I I i 
v-x 
I’ 
satisfies one of the two hypotheses: 
Hypothesis d: The maps i, f, 6 fare inclusions of subspaces, W= LIn V and X is 
the union of the interiors of U and V. 
Hypothesis JY : The map i is a closed cofibration and X is the adjunction space 
VU, V. 
Suppose that U, V, W are path-connected and (V, W) is (n - I)-connected. Let 
A=f.:n,W+n,U. Then for n>2 the n,U-module n,(X,U) is A*n,,(V, W), the 
module inducedfrom the R, W-module R,( V, W) by A. The same holds for n = 2 with 
‘module’ replaced by ‘crossed module’. 
Proof. Under these conditions we may take filtrations * i=O,
Xi= U lli<n, I 1 
* i=O, 
Uii= Un Xi, 
Vi= W lli<n, 
Wi= wn V,, 
X nli, V nli, 
in Theorem D. The associated pushout of crossed complexes gives the result. (See 
[7] for a discussion of the case n = 2). cl 
The following examples justify our claim in the introduction to [lo] that the union 
theorem (Theorem B) includes as a special case a number of classical theorems of 
algebraic topology. 
Example 1. Let A, B, U be path-connected, based spaces. Let X= Ufl~(CA xB) 
where CA is the (unreduced) cone on A and f is a map A x B- U. The homotopy 
exact sequence of (CA x B,A x B) gives 
Ri(CAXB,AXB)ZRi_1A, ir2, and nl(CAxB,AxB)=O. 
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Suppose now that n >2 and A is (n-2)-connected. Then n,A = 0. We conclude 
from Theorem E that (X, I/) is (n - 1)-connected and n,(X, V) is the nl U-module 
induced from rr,,_ rA, considered as trivial ntB-module, by rl =f. : JC,B+R, U. 
Hence x,(X, L/) is the n,ll-module 
Example 2. In Example 1, let B be a point. Then X= (/U/CA and we deduce that if 
A is (n - 2)connected then (X, I/) is (n - I)-connected and 
Example 3. In Example 2, let U also be a point. Then X=&l the (unreduced) 
suspension of A, and we deduce that if A is (n - 2)connected then SA is (n - l)- 
connected and 
All this is for n > 2. However, as shown in [7], the case n = 2 of Theorem E implies 
that if A is path-connected then 
n&4 =(?rtA)ab, 
while of course Van Kampen’s theorem (which is itself a special case of Theorem D) 
implies that 
7t,S’=H, n,s=o 
(the first of these equations requires the use of groupoids in these theorems). Thus 
Theorem D implies that S” is (n - I)-connected and 
lt,S”= H, nil. 
Example 4. Any space O= I/U {ez} obtained from the path-connected space U by 
attaching n-cells is homotopy equivalent, rel U, to a space X= U U&4 where A is a 
wedge of (n - 1)-spheres. Suppose n > 2. Then A is (n - 2)-connected and n,_ tA is a 
free abelian group (by Corollary 7.2). Thus Example 2 specialises to the well-known 
fact that (0, V) is (n - I)-connected and n,,(Q V) is the free n,U-module with one 
generator for each n-cell attached. In the case n = 2, the same argument shows that 
~~(0, LI) is a free crossed module (see [7, p. 2111). 
Example 5. Let (V, W) be a based pair, and let X= VU CW. Suppose that (V, W) is 
(n - I)-connected (n r2), and that V, W are path-connected. We determine n;X, 
isn. 
To this end, let U= CW, let w’= Wx [0, +] c U be the bottom half of the cone, 
and let v’= VU w’. The inclusions (V, W)-( V’, W’), (X,*)+(X, U) induce 
isomorphisms of all relative homotopy groups. By Theorem E, with V, W replaced 
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by v’, w’ and f: W”d U equal to the inclusion, so that Hypothesis .d applies, we 
deduce that (X, CW) is (n - I)-connected and x,(X, CW) = A .rrn( V’, IV’). Hence X is 
(n- I)-connected and n,,X=L.n,(V, W). SinceL=f,: II, W+n,U, and n,U=O, we 
deduce that n,X is obtained from n,( V, W) by killing the action of n, W. In the case 
n = 2, this means simply that nzX is the group nz( V, W) made abelian. 
Example 6. Continuing the previous example, the absolute Hurewicz theorem 
(proved here in Section 8) gives H,X=O, O<i< n, and H,X= n,X. However, for 
i>O 
H;X~H;(X,CW)IH;(V, W)zH;(V, W). 
So we deduce that H;( V, W) =O, O<i<n, and that H,( V, W) is obtained from 
n,( V, W) by killing the action of n, W - this is the relative Hurewicz Theorem. 
Example 7. As a final example, we note that by Proposition 5.3 and the above we 
have a method of constructing homotopy full filtered spaces X, namely by taking X0 
to be a point and X,,, , = X,, U,-fl CA, where A, is in (n - I)-connected space and f, is 
a map A,+X,. 
Remark. C.T.C. Wall has shown us that Theorem E for n > 2 and when U, V, W, X 
are CW-complexes may be proved using covering spaces and the relative Hurewicz 
theorem. Curiously enough, no other proof of the case n =2 of Theorem E is 
known, although a proof of Whitehead’s theorem, that nz(LJU{e~}, lJ) is a free 
crossed module, has been given by J. Ratcliffe in his Ph.D. thesis [20] using 
methods of covering spaces, the relative Hurewicz theorem, and a homological 
characterisation of free crossed modules. Whitehead’s proof [21, 231 is still 
interesting because of its use of the fundamental group of the complement of a link 
obtained by using methods essentially of transversality; an exposition of this proof 
is given in [6]. 
8. Homotopy and homology 
There are standard definitions of homology groups for any cubical complex, and 
of homotopy groups for Kan complexes (cubical complexes satisfying Kan’s 
extension condition, that any box has a filler). 
The homology groups of KX, the cubical singular complex of X, are simply the 
(cubical) singular homology groups of X. Also KX is a Kan complex and its 
homotopy groups can be easily seen to be identical with those of X. 
Let X be a filtered space. Then RX is a Kan complex and if X is Jo, then eX is an 
w-groupoid, and hence a Kan complex (by [IO, (7.2)]). (A direct proof that QX is a 
Kan complex can be given using Theorem 3.2.) 
The following proposition is one step towards the Hurewicz theorem. 
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8.1. Proposition. Let X be a filtered space such that the following conditions 
w(X, m) hold for all m L 0: 
IJI(X, 0): The map noX, -+ noX induced by inclusion is surjective. 
~(X,m)(m~l):Forallv~X~, themap 
n,(X,,X,-,,v)~71,(X,X,-,rv) 
induced by inclusion is surjective. 
Then the inclusion i : RX-KX is a homotopy equivalence of cubical sets. 
Proof. There exist maps h, : K,X-K,,, ,X, r,,, : K,X-K,X for m 2 0 such that 
(i) $,+ih,= 1, af,+ih,,,=r,, 
(ii) r,(KX)CR,,X and h,lR,X=e,+,, 
(iii) afh,,,=h,,_,a: for 1 sism and r=O, 1, 
(iv) h,&,=&;hm_, for 1 Ijrm. 
Such rm, h,,, are easily constructed by induction, starting with h _ , =0, and using 
w(X,m) to define h,a for elements a! of K,X which are not degenerate and do not 
lie in R,X. 
These maps define a retraction r: KX+RX and a homotopy h= ir rel RX. 0 
8.2. Corollary. if the conditions v(X, m) of the proposition holdfor all m 20, then 
the inclusion i: RX+KX induces an isomorphism of aN homology and homotopy 
groups. Cl 
Remark. That a similar inclusion (in the simplicial case) induces an equivalence of 
the associated chain complexes is proved by Blakers in [3]. It is used by him to prove 
results related to the Hurewicz theorem. For completeness, we outline a proof of the 
Hurewicz theorem using Corollary 8.2 and the homotopy addition lemma in the 
following form. Let nz2, and let p: (In+ ‘, 1:: i)-(X, v) be a map. Then each 13ip 
represents an element /3f of x,(X, v), and we have 
This follows from the form of the homotopy addition lemma given in [lo, (7.1)], 
applied to the w-groupoid QX where X is the filtered space with X,= {v}, ic n, 
Xi=X, irn. 
8.4. Theorem (The Hurewicz Theorem). If n r2 and X is an (n - I)-connected 
space, then HiX= 0 for 0 < i< n and the Hurewicz map o, : R,X+ H,X is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. Let X be the filtered space defined immediately above. Then X satisfies 
w(X, m) for all mr0 and so i: RX-KX is a homotopy equivalence. But H,RX =0 
for Ocicn; hence H,X=H;KX=O for Ocicn. 
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Let C,X denote the group of (normalised)m-chains of RX. Then every element of 
C,X is a cycle, and the basis elements CZE R,X of C,X are maps I”dX with 
a(i”) = {v}. So they determine elements d of x,(X, v), and a-d determines a 
morphism C,,X-+n,(X, v). But by (8.3), this morphism annihilates the group of 
boundaries. So it induces a map H,X+n,(X, v) which is easily seen to be inverse to 
the Hurewicz map. •i 
We know that if X is a Jo-filtered space, then p: RX-QX is a Kan fibration. 
8.5. Theorem. Let X be a Jo-filtered space, and let v E X0. Let F be the fibre of 
p : RX -QX over V. Then n,(F, v) is isomorphic to the image of the morphism 
i,: n,(X,- Ir v)-+n,(X,, v) 
induced by inclusion. 
Proof. We define a map 6 : n,(F, v)+x,(X,,. v). 
Let a~ F,, have all its faces at the base point v. Then (r determines (Y’: (P,i”)+ 
(X,, v) with the same values as a, and a- a’ induces 0. 
If a E F,, then per = e)IIY in e,,X, and so cr is filter-homotopic to J, the constant 
map at v. Suppose further that a has all its faces at the base point. Let B be the box 
in I” with base 13zP. By Corollary 1.4, the constant filter-homotopy JI B=al B 
extends to a filter-homotopy h : v’= ct. Let p = a Ah, k = f-,/l. Then h +, k is a filter- 
homotopy J+,fi=a+, G, relj”. Let p’: (P,i’)+(X,,_ ,, v) be the map with the same 
values as p. Then (r ‘= ip’. This proves Im 8 C Im i,. 
Let (Y’: (Z”,i”)+(X,,_ ,, v) represent an element of TI,(X,,_ t, v). Let a: I”+X have 
the same values as (r’. Then r,,cr is a filter-homotopy (YS ij, so that (YE F,,. Clearly 
8a = i,ar’, and this proves Im i,, c Im 8. 
Finally, we prove 19 injective. Suppose Ba = 0. Then there is a homotopy h : a’= v’ 
of maps (P,i”)+(X,,, v). Clearly h E R,, ,X. However, f,,, ,h is a filter-homotopy 
h=v’. ThereforehEF,.,, andsod=O. Cl 
We say X is a J,,-filtered space, if for O~i<n and YE X0, the map 
n;+ ,(Xi, v)+n;+ I(Xi+ 19 v) 
induced by inclusion is trivial. 
8.6. Corollary. If X is a J,-filtered space, then each fibre of p: RX+eX is n- 
connected, and the induced maps RiRX+niQX, HiRX+HiQX, of homotopy and 
homology, are isomorphisms for is n and epimorphisms for i= n + 1. 
The conclusion of Corollary 8.6 as regards homology may be regarded as a 
version of Theorem I of [3]. 
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Remark. Let X be the skeletal filtration of a CW-complex X with one vertex v. It is 
proved in [23] that the group H,nX is for n L 2 isomorphic to H,$,, where XV is the 
universal cover of X based at v. Also, Theorem 8.5 shows that if F is the fibre of 
p : RX-QX over 9, then n,(F, v) is isomorphic to the group f,,X considered in [24]; 
the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration p: RX-QX is in fact equivalent to 
Whitehead’s exact sequence 
(all based at v) where w, is the Hurewicz map. Further, the condition that X be a J,,- 
filtered space is in this case precisely the condition that X is a J,,-complex in the 
sense of [22], and is also by Theorem 8.5 equivalent to p: RX+QX being an n- 
equivalence. Thus these results are related to the results of [1] which give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for X to be a J,-complex. 
9. The free w-groupoid on one generator 
Let G be any w-groupoid and define Cm to be the w-subgroupoid of G generated 
by all elements of dimensions m. Then G” has only thin elements in dimension 
greater than m and is the largest such w-subgroupoid. In fact, 
as described in [lo, Section 51, and by abuse of language we call it the m-skeleton of 
G (not to be confused with the m-skeleton of G considered as a cubical complex). 
We define the skeletal filtration of G to be 
G: G”cG’c..-. 
The elements of Gr are the same as those of G, for n I m; and for n > m, G,” can be 
described inductively as the set of thin elements of G, whose faces are in G,"_ , . 
Since G” is an w-groupoid, it is a Kan complex. Therefore if PE Go, and 
O< I< m, the rth relative homotopy group n,(G”‘, G’,p) is defined for TL 2. Further, 
Go is a discrete cubical complex, so that G is a Jo-filtration, and there is a crossed 
complex I~G which in dimension nr2 is the family of groups n,(G”, G”-‘,p), 
p E Go, and in dimension 1 is the groupoid rtt Ct. 
9.1. Proposition. If G is theskeletalfiltration of an w-groupoid G, then the crossed 
complex nG is naturally isomorphic to yG. Further, G is homotopy fuN. 
Proof. The elements of n,(G”, G”-‘,p), p E Go, nz2, are classes of elements x of 
G, such that 8:x= E ;- ‘p for (r, i) # (0, l), two such elements x, y being equivalent if 
there is an hEG:+, such that af+lh=x, a’ “+,h=y, afh=eyp for (r,i)#(O,l) and 
i#n+ 1, and @hEG~-‘. Then h is thin, as is dh for any face operator d not 
involving a”, + , or a:+ ,. It follows from Proposition 4.4 that x=y. Thus 
z,(G”, G"- ‘,p) can be identified with C,@) = (y,G)@). 
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The identification of the groupoid n,G’ with G, is simple, as is the identification 
of the boundary maps. The identification of the operations may be carried out in a 
similar manner to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Finally, that G is homotopy full follows from the fact that CL= G, for rzn. Cl 
The geometric realisation IAl of a cubical complex A is defined in a manner 
similar to that of the simplicial case [IS]. using identifications involving only the 
face operators af and degeneracy operators ej. Details are given in [14], where it is 
also proved that if Xis a space and KX is the singular cubical complex of X, then the 
natural map jx: IKXI-+X induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups. 
It is proved in [18] that if A is a Kan cubical complex, then the natural map 
iA:A+KIAI * d m uces isomorphisms of homotopy groups. So if (A,B) is a pair of 
Kan cubical complexes, then the natural map i: (A, B)+(KIAJ, KIBI) induces 
isomorphisms of relative homotopy groups. Since rr,(KX, KY) may be identified 
with x,(X, Y) for any pair of spaces X, Y, it follows that we have a natural 
isomorphism rcn(A, B, v) = rr,(JA I, ]Bl, v) for any Kan pair (A, B). 
If G is an w-groupoid, then ICI denotes the geometric realisation of the 
underlying cubical complex of G. 
9.2. Proposition. Let G be an o-groupoid, G its skeletal filtration, and let X = IGj 
be the filtration of X = /G/ given by X,= /G”I. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
of w-groupoids 
Proof. By the previous remarks and Proposition 9.1 we have natural isomorphisms 
yGznG=.jGI. 
The result follows since n IGI z ye IGI and y is an equivalence. 0 
9.3. Corollary. If C is a crossed complex, there is a filtered space X such that C is 
isomorphic to RX. 
Proof. Let G be the o-groupoid AC (cf. [lo, Section 61) and let X=/G/. By 
Proposition 9.2, Cz nX. I? 
Remark 1. This result contrasts with Whitehead’s example of a crossed complex C 
which is of dimension 5, has n,C= iZ1, is free in each dimension but is not iso- 
morphic to nX for the skeletal filtration X of any CW-complex X (see [23]). 
Remark 2. Note also that when X= jAC/, the absolute homotopy groups n,(X, v) 
are isomorphic to n,(C, v) for n = 1, H,(C, v) for nr2 by Remark 2 of [lo, Section 
71. Thus Corollary 9.3 generalises the construction of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
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Recall from Section 5 that if X is a Jo-filtered space, then there is a natural 
isomorphism of crossed complexes 8: nX = ypX; and from [lo, Section 41 that there 
is a ‘folding map’ @ : Q~X-~,,QX. 
9.4. Proposition. Let n L 2 and let PE @,I” be the class of the identity map I”- I”. 
Then n,(I”, in, 1) is isomorphic to E and is generated by 8 - ‘@c”. 
Proof. There is an alternative definition of relative homotopy groups, namely 
n’,(X, Y, v) is the set of homotopy classes of maps (IR,j”, 1)-(X, Y, v), with addition 
induced by a map I”-I”vf”. An isomorphism < : x,(X, Y, v)-+n’,JX, Y, v) is 
induced by owcr where (in the notation of the proof of Theorem 5.1) 
(Y: (Z”,#Z”,B)+(X, Y, v), and a’: (Intin, 1)+(X, Y, v) has the same values as (Y. (Here 
l=(l,..., 1) is the base point of In.) 
Let @,(I”, 1) be the set of x in @,I” such that (a;)“~= 1. Then a map 
q : &),(I”, l)+n’,(l”, i”, 1) 
is induced by /I-p’ where p: I”dI” satisfies p(1) = 1, and p’ has the same values as 
j3. Clearly @= <. 
A standard deduction from the results of Section 7 is that n’,,(l”,i”, 1) is 
isomorphic to Z and is generated by a”, the class of the identity map. Now clearly 
f~c”=a”. Also, it is easily checked that for any XEQ,(I”, 1) and j= 1, . . ..n- 1, we 
have qQix= qx. Hence @cR= r,&‘= a”. The result now follows. q 
From now on, we identify RX with 8nX = y@X for any Jo-filtered space X. 
We now describe the crossed complex ~1”. The cell complex I” has one cell for 
each cubical face operator d from dimension n to r, Osr~n, and d determines a 
characteristic map d: I’+I” for this cell. Then d induces Q(J) :QI’+QI” and 
e($(cr) = dc”. Since @(cl> isa morphism of w-groupoids, it follows that e(d)(@c? = 
Qdc”. Hence 711” has generators @dc” for each face operator d from dimension n to 
r, Orrln. The boundary Hdc” is given by the homotopy addition lemma [lo, 
(7.111. 
9.5. Proposition. The homotopy o-groupoid ~1” is the free o-groupoid on the class 
c” E ~~1” of the identity map. 
Proof. Let G be an o-groupoid and let XE G,. We have to prove there is a unique 
morphism f: _oIR+G of o-groupoids such that f(c”) =x. 
By Proposition 9.2, we may assume G = QX for a suitable filtered space X. Then x 
is the class of a map a : I”+X and it is clear that f =~(a) : ~1”-,oX satisfies 
f(P) =x. This proves the existence of J 
Suppose g: ,oI”*G is another morphism such that g(c”)=x. Then yf, yg: nI”+ 
nX agree on the element @C”E n,,(l”,i”, 1) of Proposition 9.4. 
However, x1” is generated as crossed complex by the elements @dc”E 
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rr,(1:, I:_ ,, 1) for all face operators d from dimension n to r, OS TI n. Since f, g are 
morphisms of o-groupoids, f(@dc”) = @d(jc”) = @d(gc”) = g(@dc”). Therefore 
f and g agree on ~1”. But the latter generates ~1” as o-groupoid. So f =g. ci 
9.6. Corollary. If G is an o-groupoid. then G, is naturally isomorphic to 
V(nIn, yG). 
Proof. G,n 3’(@1”, G)m V(xI”, yG). Cl 
Remark. This corollary gives another description of the functor L : % -, Y, the 
inverse equivalence of y, namely that i, is naturally equivalent to C- Y(nI”, C). In 
view of the explicit description of ~1” given above, a morphism f: ~1” -+ C of crossed 
complexes is describable as a family {f(d)} where d runs through all the cubical face 
operators from dimension n to dimension r (O~r~tz), f(d)E C,, and the elements 
f(d) are required to satisfy the relations (cf. [lo, Theorem 7.11) 
,$, (-l)‘(f(afd)-f(#d)‘+‘~~) (rr4), 
df (d) 
-f&d) -f($!d)j(U2d) -f&d) 
= 
I 
+f(@d)JcUJd)+f(a:d) +f(f3yd)flUld) (r= 3), 
-f&d)-f(a!d)+f(%d)+f(a:d) (r = 2), 
and sy(d) = f(afd) (r= 1). (These relations imply that f(d) E C,(p) where p = f(pd).) 
Similar functors have been used by Blakers [3] (from crossed complexes to 
simplicial complexes) and Ashley [l] (from crossed complexes to simplicial T- 
complexes); in particular, Ashley shows that such a functor generalises a functor of 
Dold-Kan [19, Theorem 22.41 from chain complexes to simplicial abelian groups. 
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